
 

Darwin Initiative Stage 2 workshop 

23rd November 2016 

Workshop Note 

Agenda 

Time Agenda Item 

09:30 Arrivals and Registration (Tea and coffee on arrival) 

10:00 Welcome by the Darwin Secretariat  

- Welcome by Defra 

- Changes for Round 23  

10:10 Introduction to the Workshop 

- Purpose of the workshop 

- How the day will work 

- Introductions - exercise   

10:30 Overview of Frequently Asked Questions/ Common issues 

- Common administrative and finance queries  

- Collection of questions received from applicants and responses 

11:00 DEC Presentation: What makes a good application? 

11:15 Communicating and Capturing Contribution to Poverty Alleviation 

- Improving your projects engagement with poverty issues 

- The Global Goals for Sustainable Development and Darwin 

11:30 The Importance of Gender in Darwin projects 

- Introduction to International Development Act (Gender equality) 

- Integrating gender into Darwin projects  

11:45 Communicating your Ideas  

- Framing your project appropriately 

- Translating complexity into simplicity - exercise  

12:00 Lunch  

13:00 Logframe Development  

- Outcome mapping 

- Introducing effective logframe development - exercise 

- Introducing SMART indicators 

14:15 Tea and Coffee Break 

14:30 The Importance of Good Evidence for your Logframe 

- Identifying SMART indicators 

- Collecting and reporting evidence 

- Means of verification – exercise 

15:30 Q&A, Feedback and Wrap Up 

16:00 Workshop close 

 

The presentations from the day plus these proceedings can be accessed via the Darwin website here. 

 

http://www.darwininitiative.org.uk/publications/workshop-proceedings


 

Key points or common issues arising from the morning sessions 

FAQs and Common Issues session 

Q: Is it a problem if projects do not start on 1st April?  

A: No. So long as it begins before 1st November and Darwin are aware of your intention to start later 

this is fine. Remember the funding is only agreed until 31 March 2021 so projects starting later will 

have a shorter time-frame.  

Q: If you submit multiple applications from same organisation - do you need to submit accounts 

with all applications? 

A: No.  As long as each application clearly references that accounts have been submitted we can 

avoid duplication. 

Q: If the organisation has applied in the past and provided evidence of capacity to manage funding 

do you still need to provide references? 

A: Yes.  Until you have received Darwin funding you need to keep providing evidence of capacity. 

Q: Do we need to submit the CVs of everyone who will work on the project?  

A: Yes, but these should be for people working a significant amount of time on the project or those 

who have a smaller, but critical role.  It’s your decision who these people are based on your project – 

but if you name them, or the role, then you must provide a CV or job description for the role. 

Q: Can you adjust the amount of matched funding and budget ceiling from stage 1 to stage 2? 

A: Yes, but please ensure you justify any significant differences.  In fact, you are free to change 

anything in the application between stages, as long as you are clear why you need to make the 

change. 

Q: Is it acceptable to submit a grant where the Darwin grant is covering only staff costs and 

matched funding covers capital costs only? 

A: Yes, if that is the most useful way to set up your budget for your project.  Do remember that we 

want to see local staff benefiting, so a budget that only included UK staff costs would be less 

favourably viewed. 

Q: Is there a budget ceiling? 

A: No, but do look carefully at your budget as more expensive projects may find themselves 

competing with smaller projects that will have similar levels of impact. The Darwin Initiative looks to 

get the best impact for its funds which are finite.  

Q: What should be included in the letter of support? 

A:  See page 10 of the Guidance.  Do not prepare a template letter of support for your partners to 

complete as these will be less favourably viewed as they do not always offer reasssurance that 

partners are fully signed up to the project. 



 

Q: Can you change the name of the project from Stage 1 to Stage 2? 

A: Yes, but please be clear what  the previous title was so we can cross refer.  And please try to avoid 

a lot of long words as you will need to repeat this title each time you write about your project and 

make claims. 

Q: Can you use footnotes, reference or links to other documents as part of your application? 

A: Yes, but do so appropriately and sparingly.   

Q: Is there any consideration given to the geographies of the portfolio of selected projects?  

A: Very little.  The projects funded are those that the Committee feel are the strongest projects.  

Geography may become a factor in a decision between two final applications – but only if there was 

a view that one location was underrepresented.  We have found that over the years the geographic 

spread of Darwin projects may swing from year to year, but the overall spread remains fairly average 

within the restrictions of the fund. 

Gender session 

Q: Do we have to consider gender or can we show it was considered and not deemed relevant? 

A: All projects must consider whether their project is likely to contribute to reducing inequality 

between genders. Cultures and approaches can change within the lifetime of a project so bear this in 

mind. While your activities may not target women in particular, you may wish to consider how the 

benefits of your project are distributed. Therefore your M&E plan may need to consider collecting 

evidence disaggregated by gender on impact.  

Q: What level of detail shoud we provide on the gender analysis we have undertaken? 

A: Applications should give sufficient detail that they have an understanding of the context, including 

gender, and have adapted their project activities and approach based on this information.   

Q: Where do we present gender information in our applications? 

A: Gender information can be included throughout the application, including in the context, problem 

statement, activities and monitoring and evaluation.  

 

Logframes and indicator sessions 

Q: How specific do indicators need to be and how much do they need to be based on evidence, 

particularly in areas of uncertainty?   

A: Indicators need to be as specific as possible and based on evidence.  If there is an area where the 

project lacks evidence (i.e. a baseline is needed to identify an appopriate target), it is best to make 

reference to how a baseline will be identified and what information will be necessary to set 

appropriate targets.  



 

Q: Can you provide guidance on other ways to measure socio-economic changes that are not 

related to changes in income? 

 A: There are several sources online that provide good example well-being indicators.  Some 

references include: 

OECD (2011) Better life compedium of well-being indicators. Available at: 

https://www.oecd.org/std/47917288.pdf 

Office for National Statistics.  (2014) Economic well-being - Framework and indicators. Available at: 

http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20160105160709/http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/dcp17176

6_387245.pdf  

Feedback – actual comments 

Things we liked What could be better? 

The morning sessions were great Microphone for softly spoken presenters 

Interesting range of topics Room a bit crowded 

Providing examples from past applications really 
aided understanding 

To have the workshop a little earlier would have 
been helpful 

Time for questions was helpful Bring the workshop forward by one week if 
possible 

Good basic proposal writing revision Workshop too close to deadline 

Intermittent wifi prevents excess external 
distraction! 

Bring workshop forward and set date in advance 

DI global community of practice building Timing – it’s close to the deadline 

High level of engagement Proposal writing timetable very tight 

Good networking Wifi! 

Range of experience in the room Wifi intermittent prevents external comms 

Fascinating to meet other applicants ‘Policy’ example wasn’t really a ‘Darwin’ project 

One of the most useful workshops I’ve ever 
attended – all sessions very useful.  Thank you. 

Content on poverty alleviation and gender a bit 
rushed and could have been more detailed 

Catering OK Please circulate guidance on well-being 
indicators 

 

Overall, the comments were positive.  Half the comments on what could have been better related to 

the date of the workshop.  This is definitely something that can be considered if the timetable 

allows. 

 

  

https://www.oecd.org/std/47917288.pdf
http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20160105160709/http:/www.ons.gov.uk/ons/dcp171766_387245.pdf
http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20160105160709/http:/www.ons.gov.uk/ons/dcp171766_387245.pdf


 

List of attendees/organisations 

First Name Surname Organisation Email Address 

Nida Al-Fulaij People’s Trust for 
Endangered Species 

Nida.Al-Fulaij@ptes.org 

Hiranya de Alwus 
Jayasighe 

ZSL - 

Robert Arthur MRAG Ltd r.arthur@mrag.co.uk 

Hem Baral ZSL   

Hannah Becker FFI Hannah.becker@fauna-flora.org 

Sophie Benbow FFI  Sophie.benbow@fauna-flora.org 

Liesje Birchenough FFI liesje.birchenough@fauna-flora.org 

Amando Blanco ZSL - Philippines amado.blanco@zsl.org 

Francesca Booker  IIED   

Nicola Bradbear Bees for Development nicolabradbear@beesfordevelopment.org 

Hannah Braithwaite FFI  hannah.braithwaite@fauna-flora.org 

Rachael Carrie University of Worcester r.carrie@worc.ac.uk 

Annie Cooper FFI annie.cooper@fauna-flora.org 

Clare Crawford WWF - Kenya cacrawford@wwf.org.uk 

Farinoz Daneshpay ZSL  Farinoz.Daneshpay@zsl.org 

Victoria Dauncey Tree Aid Victoria.dauncey@treeaid.org 

Chantal Elkin ARC chantalelkin@gmail.com 

John Fa Manchester 
Metropolitan University 

jfa949@gmail.com 

Sarah Fadika Rainforest Alliance sfadika@ra.org  

Laura Fox FFI Laura.fox@fauna-flora.org 

Aaron Foy ZSL  aaron.foy@ZSL.org 

Phil Franks IIED phil.franks@iied.org 

Wenceslas Gatarabirwa Nigerian Conservation 
Foundation 

wenceslas.gatarabirwa@rspb.org.uk 

Caroline Gill TRAFFIC International   

Peter Giovannini RBG Kew P.Giovannini@kew.org 

Matt Gollock ZSL  matthew.gollock@zsl.org 

Alison Gunn FFI  alison.gunn@fauna-flora.org 

Yvette Harvey-
Brown 

BGCI  yvette.harvey-brown@bgci.org 

Derin Henderson The Asia Foundation derin.henderson@asiafoundation.org 



 

First Name Surname Organisation Email Address 

Lisa Ingwall King UNEP-WCMC lisa.ingwall-king@unep-wcmc.org 

Victoria Jeffers  Blue Ventures victoria@blueventures.org 

Vincent 
Bernard 

Johnson Bioversity International v.johnson@cgiar.org 

Erin Klemm Tree Aid erin.klemm@treeaid.org 

Glenn Labrado ZSL  glenn.labrado@zsl.org 

Frederique Lengaigne Compass Films fred@compassfilms.net 

Janet Lowore Bees for Development janetlowore@beesfordevelopment.org 

Nicholas Lynch-
Staunton 

SEED Madagascar Nicholas.lynch@seedmadagascar.org 

Margaret MacDonald CIFOR  m.macdonald@cgiar.org 

Efisio Mattana RBG Kew e.mattana@kew.org 

Catilin Melidonis  Elephant Family caitlin@elephant-family.org  

Essam 
Yassin 

Mohammed IIED eymohammed@iied.org 

Alison Mollon FFI Alison.mollon@fauna-flora.org 

Alex Monro RBG Kew a.monro@kew.org 

Bryony Morgan  TRAFFIC International bryony.morgan@traffic.org  

Katherine O’Donnell BGCI  Katherine.odonnell@bgci.org 

Simon Oliver Thresher Shark 
Research & 
Conservation Project 

s.oliver@chester.ac.uk 

Alejandra Pacheco MarViva Foundation alejandra.pacheco@marviva.net 

Laura Parry-Billings SEED Madagascar laura.parry-
billings@seedmadagascar.org 

Surshti Patel ZSL  Surshti.patel@zsl.org 

Malcolm Pearch Harrison Institute harrisoninst@btinternet.com 

Rebecca Plant FFI rebecca.plant@fauna-flora.org 

Jack Rhodes FFI  jack.rhodes@fauna-flora.org 

Claire Rhodes  KENVO    

Hannah Richardson MRAG Ltd h.richardson@mrag.co.uk 

Fiona Roberts IIED fiona.roberts@iied.org 

Dilys Roe IIED dilys.roe@iied.org 

Jayne Ross Trócaire Northern 
Ireland 

jayne.ross@trocaire.org 



 

First Name Surname Organisation Email Address 

Carmen Ruiz-Mateos 
Fernandez 

Rainforest Alliance cruiz@ra.org 

Rob  Small FFI  rsmall@fauna-flora.org 

Terry Sunderland CIFOR  t.sunderland@cgiar.org 

Rachel Turner University of Exeter r.turner@exeter.ac.uk 

David Vincent Sicirec Bolivia ltda david.vincent@cochabamba.coop 

Sian Waters Bangor University  sian@barbarymacaque.org 

Christopher Webb The Nature 
Conservancy 

Christopher.webb@tnc.org 

Lucy Wright ZSL - Philippines Lucy.Wright@ZSL.org 

China Williams RBG Kew  

Jake Williams  ZSL   

 

Support team 

First Name Surname Organisation Email Address 

Paddy Abbot LTS International darwin-projects@ltsi.co.uk 

Rebecca Adler LTS International darwin-projects@ltsi.co.uk 

Fiona Charlesworth Defra   

Simon Mercer LTS International simon-mercer@ltsi.co.uk 

Jacqueline Tumwine Defra   

Eilidh Young LTS International darwin-projects@ltsi.co.uk 

 


